
Image classification using Python  

   

This lesson is part of CSER AI MOOC (Secondary). For more information visit             

https://csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/.  

This lesson is recommended for Years 7 and higher. 

 

 
In this lesson, we will explore how to design and implement a simple AI              
algorithm using Python programming language to classify images. For this, we           
will use an exemplar to classify Iris flowers.  
 
In this example, we will use the famous Iris flower dataset           
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iris_flower_data_set). 
 

Requirement 

● Gmail account 

● Basic understanding of Google Colab environment -       

https://colab.research.google.com/. This tutorial provides basic     

knowledge - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inN8seMm7UI  

Dataset 

Download the dataset used in this project - http://bit.ly/32POQnh. 

Steps to follow 

1. As a first step, we need to get an understanding about the workflow of              

an AI project. 

https://csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iris_flower_data_set
https://colab.research.google.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inN8seMm7UI
http://bit.ly/32POQnh


 
 

2. The first step of developing an AI project is to collect or find a required               

data. In this example of classifying Iris flowers, we will reuse popular            

Iris flower dataset (http://bit.ly/32POQnh). This includes 150 data        

examples - 50 examples from each Iris flower species- Iris setosa, Iris            

virginica and Iris versicolor. 

 

3. Once you have downloaded the dataset (CSV - comma separated file),           

open it using spreadsheet and explore the dataset.  

 
(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iris_flower_data_set)  

4. The next step is labeling data. In this project, we consider the category             

(or species) of Iris flower (setosa, virginica, and versicolor) as the labels.            

You can see this in the last column of the spreadsheet.  

5. The next step is feature extraction. The feature extraction in this           

project is straightforward as we have identified measurements of the          

flowers in centimeters as features and included them in the dataset. In            

the CSV file, the first four columns relate to features of flowers; sepal             

length, sepal width, petal length, petal width.  

http://bit.ly/32POQnh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iris_flower_data_set


 
Please note that in this example we provide features as numerical           

values. However, if we do not provide these feature values, computer           

vision algorithms automatically extract these features using pixels and         

edge detection technology as we have discussed in Unit 1. 

 

6. Now that we have our dataset ready, we can start implementing the            

code until this point.  

 

7. Go to Colab home page (https://colab.research.google.com/) and       

select New Python 3 Notebook (Note: you will need to sign in with             

your gmail account first). 

 
 

8. Rename your program (e.g. Iris_image_classification). This will have a         

file extension called ‘.ipynb’. This is a python file implemented using           

interactive notebook called Jupyter. 

https://colab.research.google.com/


 

9. Before start coding, it is always a good practice to add some comments             

that describe the code, author and created date. Therefore, we can add            

a text block first by clicking ‘+ Text’. If it is added after the code block,                

move it using the small arrows in the right end. 

 

10. Next, we will import external codes. In programming, we can reuse           

some previously implemented codes. These are called external        

modules or libraries. Let us import a library called ‘pandas (Python Data            

Analysis Library)’. It is a good practice to add all imports to the             

beginning of the code. 

 
Note: you can describe the code by using ‘#’ at the beginning of text.              

When using ‘#’, the compiler do not read this as an executable code.             

Alternatively, you can add text blocks before code to describe the code. 

11. Next, we will import the dataset and it will be saved automatically in             

the space allocated for you.  



 
 

12. Click the arrow (‘run’ button) next to the code block and upload the             

dataset from your computer.  

 
 

13. If you would like to check whether it is uploaded successfully, try ‘!ls’             

command in a code block. 

 
 

14. Next, we will read CSV data file and save it in a Python data structure               

called ‘data frame’ 

 
 

15. You can explore the dataset using the commands - shape, head(), and            

describe(). Uncomment each command and run the code block to see           

the output. ‘Shape’ command will print how many columns (attributes)          

and rows (instances). ‘head()’ will print top rows of data. ‘describe()’           

will print statistical summary of data such as count, mean, standard           

deviation. 



 
 

16. In the next step, we will extract feature from the dataset. As discussed             

above, our features will be sepal length, sepal width, petal length, petal            

width. These are included in the first four columns of the CSV file (data              

frame indexes are from 0 to 3). The label of each example is included in               

the fifth column of the CSV file (data frame index is 4) (Note: Data              

frame uses indexes starting from ‘0’). ‘iloc’ method is used to select            

data rows and columns. For example, ‘data.iloc(: , 4)’ means all rows in             

the column index 4 (i.e. 5th column in CSV file).  

 
 

17. It is a common practice in AI/machine learning to improve the           

algorithm while training. This provides us better predictions when we          

are testing the algorithm with new examples. For this, we usually split            



the dataset as training and testing. You can decide how you want to             

split. Some use 50:50 for training and testing set, some do 70 (training):             

30 (testing). In this project, we will split by 80:20. This means 80% of              

the dataset is used for training the algorithm and 20% of the dataset is              

used to test the algorithm. This split applies to both features and            

labels. 

 

 
We pass parameters ‘features of the dataset’, ‘labels of the dataset’,           

‘test_size’ - 0.2, implying that the training set will have 0.8 of data,             

‘stratify’ - data is split into stratified fashion, using ‘label’ as the class             

labels. 

 

X_train: 80% of the features used as training data 

Y_train: 80% of the labels used as training labels 

X_test: 20% of the features used as testing data 

Y_test: 20% of the labels used as testing labels 

 

 
  

18. The next step is to build the model by training using the features (e.g.              

epal length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width) and labels (e.g.            

Iris setosa, Iris virginica and Iris versicolor). We will use an existing            

algorithm called Logistic Regression to build the model. It only takes           

three lines of code to build the model. The classifier takes feature            

matrix (i.e. X_train) and labels (Y_train) to train and build the model 

 

 
 



 

Output: 

 
19. Weldone! You have programmed your first AI algorithm for image          

classification. We can measure the accuracy of the model by passing           

the test set that we extracted using the ‘train_test_split’ method. The           

features in the test set are ‘X_test’ and labels are ‘Y_test’. ‘Score’            

method measures the ‘accuracy’ of the model. 

 

 
Great! We have obtained a 96% of accuracy which is a great            

achievement. 

 

20. We also can predict the species based on the features passed to the             

model (Note: use the order sepal length, sepal width, petal length,           

petal width).  

 
 

21. We have shared our code in http://bit.ly/2y8W3R8. Feel free to          

download it as .ipynb and upload it to your Google drive to try it out.               

You can run it as code blocks or as whole using ‘Runtime > Run all’. 

 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/2y8W3R8

